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1. Procedure Outline 

An inquiry is made about the Number of B/Ls, Number of Containers, submission status, 

discharging status, a list of B/L Numbers, a list of Container Numbers, information on B/Ls, 

information on containers and Receipt Numbers of Report on Temporary Landing, etc. of the 

Cargo Manifest for each vessel (for each Vessel Code, Port of Discharge, Port of Discharge 

Suffix). 

Inquiry 
type 

Inquiry name Outline 

A Overview Inquiry An inquiry is made about submission status discharged 
status, Number of B/Ls, Number of Containers etc. of the 
Cargo Manifest in the unit of Carrier. Inquiry in the unit of 
CY is also made. 

B B/L Number List Inquiry An inquiry is made about the list of B/L Numbers for the 
vessel. 

C Container Number List 
Inquiry 

An inquiry is made about the list of Container Numbers for 
the vessel. 

D Cargo Manifest 
Information Inquiry 

All the Cargo Manifest Information for the vessel is output 
by means of continuous inquiries. 

E Undischarged Container 
List Inquiry 

An inquiry is made about the list of undischarged 
Container Numbers. 

F B/L Inquiry An inquiry is made about the Cargo Manifest numbers for 
the specified B/L Numbers. 

G Inquiry for Major B/L Item 
List 

An inquiry is made about the major items of Cargo 
Manifest information for the B/L Numbers for the vessel.  

H Inquiry for Major Container 
Item List 

An inquiry is made about the major items of Cargo 
Manifest information for the Container Number in relation 
to the vessel. 

K Inquiry for the List of B/L 
Numbers(Temporary 
Landing) 

An inquiry is made about the list of B/L Numbers of the 
temporary landing for the vessel. 

T Inquiry for the List of B/L 
Numbers(General 
Customs Transit) 

An inquiry is made about the list of B/L Numbers for which 
registration of General Customs Transit Approval Number 
is completed for the vessel. 

R Inquiry for the List of B/L 
Numbers (Prior 
Notification) 
 

An inquiry is made about the list of B/L Numbers for which 
Prior Notification of Risk Assessment Result in relation to 
the vessel*1 has been registered. 

S Inquiry for the List of B/L 
Numbers (Discrepancy 
Information of Advance 
Filing) 

An inquiry is made about the list of B/L Numbers for which 
Discrepancy Information of Advance Filing in relation to 
the vessel (Incomplete Advance Filing, Incomplete 
Departure Time Registration) has been registered. 

(*1) The Prior Notification of Risk Assessment Result consists of following notice codes. 

[1] HLD 

[2] DNL 

[3] DNU 

[4] SPD 

 

2. Implementer 

Customs, Carrier, Shipping Agent, CY 

 

3. Limits 

Nil 
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4. Input Conditions 

(1) Implementer verification 

[1] The implementer is a user already registered in the system. 

[2] If the implementer is a Carrier, the implementer and the user performing the "Manifest 

Information Registration (MFR)" procedure are the same or the implementer and the 

Carrier registered by the MFR procedure are the same. 

[3] If the implementer is a Shipping Agent, the implementer and the user performing the MFR 

procedure are the same, or the consignment relationship with the carrier using the vessel 

must be registered in the system at the port of discharge entered. 

[4] If the implementer is CY, the implementer and the CY performing the discharge operation 

specified by the MFR procedure are the same. 

(2) Input field verification 

(A) Individual field verification 

See "List of Input Fields" and "System Design Specification for NACCS Online 

Procedures". 

(B) Data linkage verification 

See "List of Input Fields" and "System Design Specification for NACCS Online 

Procedures". 

(3) Manifest Management DB verification 

[1] The Manifest Management DB for "the entered Vessel Code + Port of Discharge Code + 

Port of Discharge Suffix" exist. 

[2] If the Carrier Code is entered, the Carrier Code entered is registered. 

[3] If the implementer is a Carrier, and if no Carrier Code is entered, the Carrier Code of the 

implementer is registered. 

[4] If the implementer is a Carrier and an inquiry is made about an overview, if conditions [3] 

and [4] are not satisfied, the vessel operator for the Vessel Code entered and the Carrier 

of the implementer are the same. 

[5] If a Container Operator Code is entered, the Container Operator Code entered is 

registered. 

(4) Cargo Information DB verification 

(A) An inquiry is made about the list of B/L Numbers, list of major B/L items, list of B/L Numbers 

(temporary landing), list of B/L Number (general Customs Transit), list of B/L Numbers 

(Prior Notification) or the list of B/L Numbers (Discrepancy Information of Advance Filing). 

The Cargo Information DB satisfying the following conditions exists. 

[1] "Entered Vessel Code + Port of Discharge Code + Port of Discharge Suffix" are 

registered. 

[2] If the implementer is a Carrier, the Carrier is registered. 

[3] If the implementer is a Shipping Agent, the Carrier Code entered is registered. 

[4] If the implementer is a CY, the CY is registered. 

[5] If the implementer is a CY or the Customs, and if the Carrier Code is entered, the Carrier 

Code entered is registered. 

[6] If an inquiry is made about a list of B/L Numbers (temporary landing), the temporary 

landing cargo is registered. 
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[7] If an inquiry is made about a list of B/L Numbers (general Customs Transit), the General 

Customs Transit Approval Number is registered by the MFR procedure, etc. 

[8] If an inquiry is made about a list of B/L Numbers (Prior Notification), a Prior Notification is 

registered. 

[9] If an inquiry is made about a list of B/L Numbers (Discrepancy Information of Advance 

Filing), the "Discrepancy Information of Advance Filing (Advance filing implementation, 

Departure time registration implementation)" is registered. 

(B) Cargo Manifest Information Inquiry 

The Cargo Information DB satisfying the following conditions exists. 

[1] "Entered Vessel Code + Port of Discharge Code + Port of Discharge Suffix" are 

registered. 

[2] If the implementer is a Carrier, the Carrier is registered. 

[3] If the implementer is a Shipping Agent, the Shipping Agent is registered, or the 

consignment relationship with the carrier using the vessel is registered in the system. 

[4] If the implementer is a CY, the CY is registered. 

[5] If the implementer being a Shipping Agent, CY or the Customs, and if the Carrier Code is 

entered, the Carrier Code entered is registered. 

[6] If the implementer is the Customs and if the Container Operator Code is entered, 

  the Container Operator Code entered is registered. 

(C) Inquiry for a B/L 

[1] The Cargo Information DB for the input B/L Number exists. 

[2] "Entered Vessel Code + Port of Discharge Code + Port of Discharge Suffix" are 

registered. 

[3] If the implementer is a Carrier, the Carrier is registered. 

[4] If the implementer is a Shipping Agent, the Shipping Agent is registered, or the 

consignment relationship with the carrier using the vessel is registered in the system. 

[5] If the implementer is a CY, the CY is registered. 

[6] If the implementer being a CY or the Customs, and if the Carrier Code is entered, the 

Carrier Code entered is registered. 

(5) Container Information DB verification 

(A) In the case of an inquiry about a list of Container Numbers, a list of undischarged 

containers or the list of the major container items 

The Container Information DB satisfying the following conditions exists. 

[1] "Entered Vessel Code + Port of Discharge Code + Port of Discharge Suffix" are 

registered. 

[2] If the implementer is a Carrier, the Carrier is registered. 

[3] If the implementer is a Shipping Agent, the Carrier Code entered is registered. 

[4] If the implementer is a CY, the CY is registered. 

[5] If the implementer is a CY or the Customs, and if the Carrier Code is entered, the Carrier 

Code entered is registered. 

[6] If an inquiry is made about an undischarged container list, the discharge operation is not 

done. 

(B) Cargo Manifest Information inquiry 

The Container Information DB satisfying the following conditions exists. 
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[1] "Entered Vessel Code + Port of Discharge Code + Port of Discharge Suffix" are 

registered. 

[2] If the implementer is a Carrier, the Carrier is registered. 

[3] If the implementer is a Shipping Agent, the Shipping Agent is registered, or the 

consignment relationship with the carrier using the vessel is registered in the system. 

[4] If the implementer is a CY, the CY is registered. 

[5] If the implementer is a Shipping Agent, a CY or the Customs, and if the Carrier Code is 

entered, the input Carrier Code is registered. 

[6] If the implementer is the Customs where there the Container Operator Code is entered, 

the Container Operator Code entered is registered. 

 

5. Processing Details 

(1) Input verification 

If the above-mentioned input conditions are met, the Process Result Code “00000-0000-0000” 

should be set before proceeding to the steps that follow.  

If the above input conditions are not satisfied, which means an error, output the Process 

Result Output after setting a code other than “00000-0000-0000” in the Process Result Code. 

(For error details, see “List of Process Result Codes”.) 

(2) Edit/output process of the Inquiry about Manifest Status information (inquiry for overview) 

If an inquiry is made about an overview, edit and output the Inquiry about Manifest Status 

information (inquiry for an overview) from the Manifest Management DB. For details on the 

output fields, see "List of Output Fields". 

(3) Edit/output process of the Inquiry about Manifest Status information (B/L Number list) 

If an inquiry is made about a list of B/L Numbers, edit and output the Cargo Manifest status 

inquiry information (B/L Number list) from the Manifest Management DB and the Cargo 

Information DB matching the conditions shown in 4. (4). (A) above. For details on the output 

fields, see "List of Output Fields". 

(4) Edit/output process of the Inquiry about Manifest Status information (Container Number list) 

If an inquiry is made about the list of Container Numbers, edit and output the Inquiry about 

Manifest Status information (Container Number list) from the Manifest Management DB and 

the Container Information DB matching the conditions shown in 4. (5). (A) above. 

(5) Edit/output process of the Inquiry about Manifest Status information (Cargo Manifest 

information) 

If an inquiry is made about a list of Cargo Manifest information, edit and output the Inquiry 

about Manifest Status information (Cargo Manifest information) from the Manifest 

Management DB, Cargo Information DB matching the conditions shown in 4. (4). (B) above 

and the Container Information DB matching the conditions in 4. (5). (B) above. For details on 

the output fields, see "List of Output Fields". 

(6) Edit/output process of the Inquiry about Manifest Status information (undischarged container 

list) 

If an inquiry is made about a list of undischarged containers, edit and output the Inquiry about 

Manifest Status information (undischarged container list) from the Manifest Management DB 

and the Container Information DB matching the conditions shown in 4. (5). (A) above. For 

details on the output fields, see "List of Output Fields". 
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(7) Edit/output process of the Inquiry about Manifest Status information (inquiry for B/L) 

The following processes are performed for a B/L inquiry. 

[1] From the Manifest Management DB and the Cargo Information DB, edit and output the 

Inquiry about Manifest Status information (inquiry for B/L). 

[2] If the cargo is container cargo, edit and output the Cargo Manifest status inquiry 

information (inquiry for a B/L) from the Container Information DB for the Container 

Number registered in the Cargo Information DB. For details on the output fields, see "List 

of Output Fields". 

(8) Edit/output process of the Inquiry about Manifest Status information (major item list of B/L) 

If an inquiry is made about a list of the major B/L items, edit and output the Inquiry about 

Manifest Status information (major B/L item list) from the Manifest Management DB and the 

Cargo Information DB matching the conditions shown in 4. (4). (A) above. For details on the 

output fields, see "List of Output Fields". 

(9) Edit/output process of the Inquiry about Manifest Status information (major container item list) 

If an inquiry is made about a list of major container items, edit and output the Inquiry about 

Manifest Status information (major container item list) from the Manifest Management DB and 

the Container Information DB matching the conditions shown in 4. (5). (A) above. For details 

on the output fields, see "List of Output Fields". 

(10) Edit/output process of the Inquiry about Manifest Status information (B/L Number list 

(temporary landing)) 

If an inquiry is made about a list of B/L Numbers (temporary landing), edit and output the 

Inquiry about Manifest Status information (B/L Number list (temporary landing)) from the 

Manifest Management DB and the Cargo Information DB matching the conditions shown in 4. 

(4). (A) above. For details on the output fields, see "List of Output Fields". 

(11) Edit/output process of the Inquiry about Manifest Status information (B/L Number list (general 

Customs Transit)) 

If an inquiry is made about a list of B/L Numbers (general Customs Transit), edit and output 

the Inquiry about Manifest Status information (B/L Number list (general Customs Transit)) 

from the Manifest Management DB and the Cargo Information DB matching the conditions 

shown in 4. (4). (A) above. For details on the output fields, see "List of Output Fields". 

(12) Edit/output process of the Inquiry about Manifest Status information (B/L Number list (Prior 

Notification)) 

If an inquiry is made about a list of B/L Numbers (Prior Notification), edit and output the Inquiry 

about Manifest Status information (B/L Number list (Prior Notification)) from the Cargo 

Information DB matching the conditions of 4. (4). (A) above. For details on the output fields, 

see "List of Output Fields". 

(13) Edit/output process of the Inquiry about Manifest Status information (B/L Number list 

(Discrepancy Information of Advance Filing)) 

If an inquiry is made about a list of B/L Numbers (Discrepancy Information of Advance Filing), 

edit and output the Cargo Manifest status numbers information (B/L Number list (Discrepancy 

Information of Advance Filing)) from the Cargo Information DB matching the conditions of 4. 

(4). (A) above. For details on the output fields, see "List of Output Fields". 

(14) Output process of warning message 

If an inquiry is made about a list of B/L Numbers, list of Container Numbers, Cargo Manifest 
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information, list of undischarged containers, list of major B/L items, list of major container 

items, list of B/L Numbers (temporary landing), list of B/L Numbers (general Customs Transit), 

list of B/L Numbers (Prior Notification), and list of B/L Numbers (Discrepancy Information of 

Advance Filing), and if the information for the inquiry exists in addition to the output 

information, a warning message is output to the Inquiry about Manifest Status information 

(inquiry for an overview), etc. 
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6. Output Information 

Information Name Output Conditions Output Destination 

Inquiry about Manifest 
Status Information 
(Overview Inquiry) 

Output the information any of the following 
conditions are satisfied: 

(1) Query Type “A” 

(2) An error occurs. 

Implementer 

Inquiry about Manifest 
Status Information 
(B/L Number List) 

Query Type “B” Implementer 

Inquiry about Manifest 
Status Information 
(Container Number List) 

Query Type “C” Implementer 

Inquiry about Manifest 
Status Information 
(Cargo Manifest 
Information) 

Query Type “D” Implementer 

Inquiry about Manifest 
Status Information 
(Undischarged Container 
List) 

Query Type “E” Implementer 

Inquiry about Manifest 
Status Information 
(B/L Inquiry) 

Query Type “F” Implementer 

Inquiry about Manifest 
Status Information 
(List of Major B/L Items) 

Query Type “G” Implementer 

Inquiry about Manifest 
Status Information 
(List of Major Container 
Items) 

Query Type “H” Implementer 

Inquiry about Manifest 
Status Information (B/L 
Number List (Temporary 
Landing)) 
 

Query Type “K” Implementer 

Inquiry about Manifest 
Status Information (B/L 
Number List (General 
Customs Transit)) 

Query Type “T” Implementer 

Inquiry about Manifest 
Status Information (B/L 
Number List (Prior 
Notification)) 

Query Type “R” Implementer 

Inquiry about Manifest 
Status Information (B/L 
Number List (Discrepancy 
Information of Advance 
Filing)) 

Query Type “S” Implementer 
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7. Special Notes 

(1) Note for the temporary landing vacant container 

When MFR procedure or addition by “Update Manifest Information (After the Manifest 

Submission procedure) (CMF02)" procedure for the next port has been done before "Loading 

Confirmation Registration (CCL)" procedure for the previous port is performed, the container 

information entered in MFR procedure or CMF02 procedure will be registered in "Next Port 

Information for Temporary Landing Empty Container" DB. 

In this case, switching of container information DB from the previous port information to the 

next port information will be made as a result of CCL procedure for the previous port or 

"Discharge Confirmation Registration (individual) (PKK)" procedure/ "Discharge Confirmation 

Registration (blanket registration) (PKI)" procedure for the next port. Therefore if IMI 

procedure is done before these procedures are performed, container information for the 

previous port will be extracted and queried. 


